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Relevance of this work 

The research activities that are presented in this dissertation primarily concen-
trate on two intertwined topics: 1) to investigate the need and possible solutions 
for international research data infrastructures to collaboratively capture, process 
and share patient information ranging from every day clinical data records to 
highly curated and enriched clinical trial databases. And 2) to investigate meth-
ods of application of data-driven prediction models to improve the individual-
ised prescription of cancer therapy options, in particular when considering cost-
ly treatment modalities such as charged particle therapy. 

Both areas of research are cornerstones of the concept of Rapid-Learning 
Healthcare (RLHC), as introduced in Chapter 2 and contribute to much needed 
solutions to bring research findings into clinical practice more rapidly. Fur-
thermore, with the current economic healthcare climate we are in and the aging 
population, we face challenging times where the request for clinical effectiveness 
increasingly becomes a quest for cost-effectiveness. The application of the 
RLHC framework helps to address this and contributes to a better healthcare 
system in three ways: 

◆ To clinicians new tooling is provided to take decisions based on larger 
amounts of patient-specific clinical, biological and social information. 
This enables them to choose for more personalised treatment options, 
while keeping the scarce resources and limited healthcare budgets into 
account. 

◆ For patients there is the benefit of large quantities of historical datasets 
that are connected into a globe-spanning learning system, which facili-
tates the matching of their individual disease profiles to promising new 
treatments or clinical trials. 

◆ Furthermore, due to consistent documentation of new complication pre-
diction models, treatment protocols and patient outcomes, healthcare 
managers and policymakers can constantly be informed with up-to-date, 
high-quality data of the treatments options and their results. This helps to 
improve the targeting of healthcare budgets and investments to enable the 
right treatments for the right patients.  

Although, RLHC was introduced around five years ago, we still experience little 
of it in daily clinical practice. Unfortunately, it is not unusual in healthcare to 
take more than ten years for innovative ideas to translate into clinical practice. 
The research as described in this dissertation, however, assists in realising 
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RLHC by offering several pioneering concepts and components [1] that can be 
put it into use through individual implementation or via commercialisation. 

Dissemination and utilisation 

Research data infrastructures 

As described in Chapter 4, we created a unique data exchange platform to share 
information from electronic patient records and full image datasets in a secure 
de-identified manner between international hospitals. The system was built with 
open-source and freely available software and explained in detail to allow for 
similar initiatives to be undertaken. Such a one-to-one solution is very valuable 
for initial, small-scale investigations, however a wider scope is warranted. The 
large amount and diversity of clinical data that is needed to keep answering 
increasingly complex questions is demanding the combination of many more 
institutions to share their information from locked-away data silos. 

One such a multicentric research data infrastructure is the BioMedical Imag-
ing Archive (BMIA, bmia.nl), which we set up when leading the medical imag-
ing work package in the Translational Research IT (TraIT) project of the Center 
for Translational Molecular Medicine (CTMM, now part of the Lygature foun-
dation). BMIA is a centralised national archive based on the open-source Na-
tional Biomedical Imaging Archive (NBIA) software offered by the NCI’s Na-
tional Cancer Informatics Program. The platform offers the sustained storage of 
previously collected research data or from new multicentric clinical trials, for 
instance. CTMM is offering the BMIA service as part of TraIT’s sustainable 
infrastructure to the Dutch medical community in a ‘freemium’ manner allow-
ing small projects to use the services for free. 

The MISTIR (mistir.info) research platform for multicentric in silico trials 
(Chapter 5), which was created with open-source software as well, was specifi-
cally set up to run studies that compare current state-of-the-art photon therapy 
to promising charged particle therapies. The Radiation Oncology Collaborative 
Comparison (ROCOCO) consortium is running multiple simulated clinical 
trials that require the exchange of de-identified clinical cases in a safe and effi-
cient manner. Although the system and trial data are not publicly available via 
MISTIR, we are preparing the datasets to be released via the CancerData portal. 

The CancerData portal (cancerdata.org) is an open, online platform that of-
fers permanent public access to supplementary datasets of publications in the 

http://www.bmia.nl/
http://www.mistir.info/
http://www.cancerdata.org)/
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field of radiation oncology [2]. Various data formats are offered, ranging from 
full DICOM (RT) datasets via a locally installed NBIA repository, to documents, 
spreadsheets and graphs. CancerData also offers several standardised research 
protocols, including material transfer agreements, scoring of side effects, quality 
of life questionnaires and patient information sheets in multiple languages, 
among others. By collectively using these standardised data collection protocols, 
the data quality is significantly improved and it is much easier to gain new in-
sights and learn prediction models from pooled multiple databases. Sharing that 
information with other institutions enables them to continue with subsequent 
research and to use that information to verify or improve previous findings or 
use the data to verify their own prediction models, for instance. 

Unlocking this potential knowledge by reusing the medical records stored 
within hospital walls via public repositories is a huge benefit to the oncology 
community. However, sharing sensitive patient data is a big challenge as per-
sonal information needs to be removed from the data while maintaining the 
value within the records to still be useful. While this can be established with 
proven open-source tooling, it is undoable in the long run to replicate all rele-
vant clinical data into research archives (may they be public or not). Not only 
because the data generated before and during a treatment is rapidly expanding, 
but also because we are able to find important information hidden within cur-
rently –mistakenly interpreted– irrelevant day-to-day clinical data.  

That is where the work as described in Chapters 3, 4 and §8.3 comes in. This 
research, which was performed in the euregional EuroCAT and many subse-
quent international projects, has led to a worldwide medical infrastructure with 
over 20 nodes, which enables a federated learning network in which medical 
data can be processed in a privacy-preserving way to study disease and patient 
characteristics in relation to treatment options and patient outcomes. Each in-
stitution in the network becomes a node that has dedicated software installed, 
which translates the clinical patient data into anonymous codes and statistical 
information. This unique, powerful data liberation technique enables the pool-
ing of many global datasets to increase prediction power and allow independent 
validation of discovered relations. The federated learning network methodology 
and various software components that have been developed during the research 
are co-developed with Siemens, Varian Medical Systems, Philips and multiple 
SME showcasing the intense interest also from commercial entities in this ap-
proach.  
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Decision support 

As described in Chapter 7, we developed a prototype for a proton decision sup-
port system (PRODECIS, prodecis.nl), based on the data and experience from 
the ROCOCO trials. The model-based approach that has been introduced in the 
Netherlands for proton therapy of lung, head-and-neck, prostate and breast 
cancer requires Dutch proton therapy centres to show an estimated benefit of 
proton therapy before treatments are being reimbursed. This estimation is given 
by comparing the prediction of complications that can occur after applying 
photon- or proton-based radiotherapy. Only when the expected benefit is ex-
ceeding a nationally defined threshold, the centre will be reimbursed. The sys-
tem has been licensed to ptTheragnostic, which is a spin-out of MAASTRO 
CLINIC. Initially, it is being developed for the European market but is expected 
to be available worldwide in the coming year. 

The model-based approach for proton therapy is a unique method that was 
developed in the last couple of years. It is based on clinical prediction models, 
however, which are not new at all, although clinical application is still limited. To 
stimulate the research, development and actual use of decision support systems, 
we publish prediction models online on PredictCancer (predictcancer.org). For 
the PRODECIS system, we used one such a published head-and-neck complica-
tion prediction model that includes a cost-effectiveness model comparing pho-
ton and proton therapy. 

Open Data, Open Knowledge 

As indicated previously, we actively use and support the open-source or open-
access philosophy. In general, we adhere as much as possible to the “open 
knowledge” principles given by the Open Knowledge Foundation (OKFN, 
okfn.org): 

“‘Open knowledge’ is any content, information or data that people are free 
to use, re-use and redistribute — without any legal, technological or social 
restriction.” 

Therefore, the data that are the basis of derived knowledge should be made 
available for reuse whenever possible. Or as given by the OKFN: 

“Everyone should have access to publicly-funded research in all areas, in-
cluding the latest science, medicine, and culture — both scholarly papers 

http://www.prodecis.nl/
http://www.predictcancer.org/
https://okfn.org/
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and research data. Essential information such as the results of medical tri-
als, successful or otherwise, should be openly available to all.” 

Doing so will 1) enable transparency such that any individual is granted insight 
in the information and is given a means to check previous findings, for instance, 
2) release social and possibly commercial value, which is exactly the intension of 
‘valorisation’ and 3) stimulate participation and engagement by other research-
ers, patients and policy makers, for instance.  

Another data-sharing stimulus focussed on internationally supported data 
stewardship, has been proposed by the Dutch Techcentre for Life Sciences 
(DTL) via the “FAIR Data” principles [3], in which data are:  

◆ “Findable: easy to find by both humans and computer systems and based 
on mandatory description of the metadata that allow the discovery of in-
teresting datasets,  

◆ Accessible: stored for long term such that they can be easily accessed 
and/or downloaded with well-defined license and access conditions 
(Open Access when possible), whether at the level of metadata, or at the 
level of the actual data content,  

◆ Interoperable: ready to be combined with other datasets by humans as 
well as computer systems and 

◆ Reusable: ready to be used for future research and to be processed further 
using computational methods.” 

To this end, the data should be open both legally, that is under a license that 
permits free access, reuse, modification and redistribution of the data, and tech-
nically, being easy to access the complete datasets in ‘bulk’ and machine-
readable, e.g. as ‘linked data’. Adhering to these principles, we offer the three 
basic components of our research activities to the public: 

◆ Publications are published open access whenever possible. When the 
publication is copyrighted by a journal, it is often possible to offer a Final 
Author Version (the authors' accepted version of their manuscript), refer-
ring to the published version. 

◆ Prediction models are freely accessible on PredictCancer 
(predictcancer.org). It is also possible for external parties to submit their 
models to the site for publication. 

◆ Data that were derived from our research are published on CancerData 
(cancerdata.org). To offer the material in a machine-readable manner and 

http://www.predictcancer.org/
http://www.cancerdata.org/
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in the meantime boost the online presence of the publications and their da-
tasets, we generate persistent links to the datasets via the Document Object 
Identifier (DOI) mechanism. To further improve the level of visibility of 
the research and its data, we have CancerData being harvested for content 
by OpenDOAR, BioSharing and Re3Data indexing sites, among others. 

Such open repositories provide a means to directly show appreciation for other 
peoples’ work (e.g. by liking or ranking), which is a popular, contemporary so-
cial-network habit and a direct incentive instead of the slow-paced impact-
factor-driven academic reward system.  

We will continue working on both the future-proof, global federated learn-
ing network that will handle big data research across large disparate medical 
databases as well as centralised linked data repositories with open access to the 
outcome from that research.  
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